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LESTERGOLUB NAMED
DEAN OF EDUCATION

Early Mail-In
· Registration
Increases

•

,

McDermott:"Well-known Expert"

I

By Ivan Qntron

Thomas MCCarthy was .

Associate Professor Lester - S.
ppointed" with fall
Golub is the new Dean of Educaregi a:~:t. peeially the response
tion, replacing Acting Dean Martin
. :-in egistration eligible
Stevens.
"What do you ..... aB my chlsses are cIoRd1 U
dents. This fall the registrar imDean Golub, in an interview in
pl entecl a program of early mail- t==========================~ his office, said his primary goals as
in
. tration for all juniors and
head of the School of Education
seniors. By increasing the amount
would be to encourage the faculty
of students eligible to register early,
to do more research work, develop
McCarthy hoped to reduce the
existing programs further, create
crowds at in-person registration. . new programs, and work with the
.As.. of September 1, 13,715
School of Business and the School
students were registered compared
of Liberal Arts and Sciences to
.
to 13,379 during the fall of J982develop education courses in those.
an increase of 2.5 percent. The
disciplines.
Lester S. Golab
4,837 students who took advantage
DeaD
Of Education
"One of the things I would do is
of early registration represent 75
By Marie Maauella
awarded the contract..One reason is energize the faculty into doing
.
percent of those eligible. According
more
research
work,
and
getting'
According
to
Dean
Golub,
the
that Educational Refreshments Into McCarthy, data obtained from
•
corporated
promised to bring about grants to do research," Dean committee was "looking' for a perThe students, staff members, and
.~
~ registration influences deciGolub
said,
"to
obtain
national
son
with
high
academic
and
adchange. Over the last ten years. the
sions to open additional seettons of faculty of Bernard M. Baruch Col- formerfood service vendor, Tasty- recognition for Baruch in the field ~istrative ex~nce, and a vis1
classes in heavy demand. "Early lege will be tasting the food, ·."and, had been opuating without a of education."
Ion for developing the ~ool of
snacks, and beverages ·of another
~.Jets us JPPke beberuse· .. rood 'service vendor..
ftIeat 'of"-c::otIIIpCJtid~ a.".".-.,.
ExisIina pI'08t'aDIS like spedaJ .~ucation." R~ferrhlB to the com;Y~
·ot: OUI',-l'Csources,~' he aid. .1.lSO~.,edeleoiCBteI'y-selteel,_·
.ID1t~ee's
~I~tl0n..
12cwL..
Goluh-_._,
.
~
,.-The-former'fO(j(fSeri'ice' venaor,· --years,. the BerDttld M.Benleh
students who took advantaIe of
lege Association bas conducted teaching would be 'expanded, Dean ~~, "I think they did .a super
"---,
mail-in registration recei~ed ap- Tastyvend, operated under the open bids to invite food service Golub asserted, "since there is a Job.
.j
pointments to adjust their pro- supervision of Bernard Wolff, had companies to make proposals to high demand for pre-school and
Professor Roger McDermott,
been
outbid
for
the
new
food
sergrams. 622 students filed for a
vice contract effective through operate on the Baruch campus. special education teachers in an ur- head of the committee and Assischange of program in response to
Year after year the responses Wave ban area like New York City."
tant Provost of Academic Affairs,
1986.
the appointments.
.
been
minimal
or
nil.
Thus,
creating
. Dean Golub said he would said Golub was chosen because he
The new food service vendor,
McCarthy believes that in-person Educational Refreshments, will be a free-from-competition environ- develop other programs, such as a is' 'well-known as an expert; he has
registration went "quite well,"
reconstructing the cafeterias ment for Tasrwend to operate computers in education program. demonstrated an ability to work
i F " " ~~.;< ..
throughout the year "to. better ac- within.
He also said the school would work with people; and his understanding
..
During the decade Taystyvend with the Schools of Business and of the field, particularly in comcommodate the needs of our
customers," comments Mr. Jay had served the Baruch College com- Liberal Arts and Sciences to puters."
Roth, general manager of the new munity, there were high levels of develop education courses in AcThe new dean's career is varied.
dissatisfaction. Customers con- counting, Foreign Languages, and' Dean Golub taught English as a
food service operation.
There are many reasons why stantly complained of the high Sci~ce.
Second language in France after
Educational Refreshments was
Continued -on Page 3
An advertisement for the Dean . World War II. In the 1950's, he
~---------~-----------------~of E~cation was ~a~d ~ The
~umedtot~U~~dSw~~d
New York Times and the Chronicle received his teacher's certification
of Higher Education. The president in California. Dean Golub has
of the college then appointed a six- taught English, foreign languages,
member committee (three from the and Science in secondary schools,
school of Education, one from and has taught in such institutions
Liberal Arts and one from as the University of Nebraska, the
Business),.. which selected 10 can- University of Wisconsin, and the
IIC
~
~~_ _~~_~~~~~ ~daks from 50 applicants. Aft«
Un~«~ty of Illino~ wh«e he
~
some of the specific qualities that interviewing several of the choices, directed their secondary teacher
~
By Edmund Unneland
would be necessary to supervise the three finalists were chosen.' The training program. Before coming to
:;:
library's relocation and expansion president then chose Golub with Baruch Dean Golub had taught at
d
Harold Eiberson retired at the of its facilities. The search has been the recommendation of the com- Pennsylvania State University for
Rqlstnir 'na0lMS ~.y
end of the last academic year, hav- resumed, with the latter two can- mittee.
12 years.
ing been chief librarian since the didates encouraged to remain in
Associate Dean of the School of Baruch School became Baruch Col-: contention for the position."
Business and Public Administra- lege in 1968. Alan Weiner, the head
In the meantime, the post of
tion, Bertha Newhouse, agreed, of the reference division. was acting-chief librarian is now held

"a b

d

New Food Service Concession
Seeks to Improve Quality
"

CONTRACT TERMS BENmT BARUCH

,

'

,~

Search Committee Formed
For New· Library Chief
Ombudsman Buder Interim Chief

..I

"The registrar is doing an admirasemester." Several students contacted did not share Mc~Carthy's and Newhouse'S view.

91e job this

named acting chief librarian and
the search for a permanent replacement began.
.
A search committee chaired by

on a caretaker basis by Professor
Stanley Buder, who will continue to
serve as ombudsman. Mr. Weiner
had asked to be reli,eved ~o ~may
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read the addendum of classes and
the closed course list more closely.
.
Continued on Page 3

didates. According to the provost
one was "not .acceptable, and the
other two, while professtonally
qualified, were thought not to have

has met an unexpected delay. TheitNil'i.,1..t#l::::'~••• d;"~./:.;' ~.' ~
New York ~tate Board of R e g e n t s ; " , .
must first give Baruch College ~.':
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Continued. on Page 3
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LIBRARY

Continued from. Page 1
mission to purchase the building
that is to 'house the library. This request was on the .Regent's July
agenda and was expected to be approved as a matter of· routine;
however, a number of regents were
not satisfied they had enough information on the project, and were
able to have Baruch's request tao
bled. It will again be taken up by
the regents at their next meeting
and the college's request is expected to then be approved.

AT BARUCH

NEWS

Regi~tratlon

Continued from Page 1
"Students, especially freshmen and
sophomores. don't seek advisement
when they have problems with their
schedules. They tend to wait in the
registration area waiting for someone to come and help them, adding to overcrowding and delays,"
he said. Reluctance to seek advice
may. be due to unfamiliaritywith
the system, because he noted that
upperclassmen generally eek advice when they have a prob
The"manual registration system is
slow and labor intensive. Approx'imately 30 students work with the
registrar's staff: Office staff from
.,
other
departments-are called in to
.•.help dunng especially-busy periods.
McCarthy said things won't be
much quicker _~ntil.a computerized
on-line registration system is im~
,
plemented, "hopdully by . next
year. " The system will be implemented iQ stages.
No demographic figures are
available for fall registration. A
survey
"
of the __:451 January 1983
graduates provides a profile of the
Baruch student body. 93 percent of
our undergraduates are enrolled in
the School of Business and Public
Administration. Tae breakdown of
._-._.------majors is as follows:
Marketing
28.9010
Professor Stanley Buder
Acting-Chief Librarian
Accounting
24.6
Management
16.6
The library is undergoing
Finance
)12.8
changes while the search for a chief
Computers
12. 1
librarian and the move to 19th
Economics
0.5
_ - - - - - - - - -........ - - - - _ . _ - - - -... -strec~Cl1-e---trr-air~am:e-:--':rme-t-""Mhl ;ce1~relous
4.5
technical services division is moving
According to the dean'·s office,
to the fourth floor of the 24th the biggest increases have occurred
\
Street building to make room for in the Finance and Computer Inforthe expansion of shelf-space. mation
Science
departAmong the new services available '" ments-fields in which the bestjQb
to students is a CUNY computer- prospects exist. The remaining
catalog which will 'permit students seven percent of undergraduates
to search for books in other are split between the schools of
libraries of the university.
liberal arts and education. '
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TICKER·TAKES
Tuition Hike
The tuition increase approved by
the CUNY Board of Trustees on
May 23 is no secret to students who
registered for the f.ciil semester.
Undergraduate State residents attending full-time now' pay 5612.50
per semester, an annual increase of
SlSO-. .Part-time students pay 546
per credit hour. a 56 increase. Tuition also increased- for non..-State
esidents by 5300 annually.
A statementfrom the Board said
that the increase was adopted with
• t great reluctance." Melvin E.
Lowe; Chairperson of the University Student Senate , was the only
Board member to speak out in 'direct opposition to the tuition hike.
Lowe-stated .that "by denying edu-

,.-~

\

'.

l

"', ~

)

- catiorial"opportunities to the poor sponsible ·for. "coordinating.and
,.
and working class of New York. we strengthening a:1 governmental reare cutting off the great promise of -lations; public, corporate and com_~A merican opportunity...
• .This latest tuition increase fur- munityrelations;and development
programs and activities." With a
thers obliterates an almost 150- student body of 176..000, the City
year-tradition of free tuition at City University is the third largest uniUniversity.
versity in the country.
Ms. Boepple. 38 years old. attended Oxford University and
Margaret L. W. Boepple, former- Brooklyn College. She is currently
Iy New York City's Director of Inter- a Ph.D. candidate in health politics
governmental Relations. was » a~ University.
named Vice Chancellor for Univer~d""".,...""""""'.",.,.-=".,....,....,..,,...=-""'~'~
sity Relations by the CUNY Board
0 AlddIng
of Trustees during the April board
According to The 'New York
meeti~g. Ms. Boepple.assumed the
Times, psychologists say that the
j
new Vice-chancellorship two weeks roles in which . procrastination
I
ago.
.
.
seems to occur frequently include
Ac~ordtng t~ the Offic~ of Umthose 8f student, professor; lawyer,
ver srty Relations, sh~ Will be rewriter and artist.
I'

Vice-Chancellor
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New' Food Service
Continued from 'P~ge 1

body.
The process of choosing a new
prices Tastyvend charged for 'its food service vendor had been left in
"tolerated products."
the hands of a dozen or so-students
Also the conditions under which and administrators. Those involved
one had to consume-the-goods were
in the - process . researched the
.....
poor: dirty floors, poor lighting creditability of, the . company,
and broken furniture. Tastyvend sampled the products of the comwas cited by the Board of Health pany and even have committed
during the 1981-82 ~c~geJ!lic year. themselves to following up on their
The new food seh'ice vendor,--decision on an on-going ~asis to inEducational Refreshments, has sure the success of the, new com=
been contracted to change the pany,
above unacceptable conditions. As
The new food service committee
agreed upon in the contract, •'the will conduct surveys to get the opinnew food~service'-witl~emoreap- ion-01ttfose' bemg se~Tfie inpealing. to those they serve."
formation generated from the
From a financial point of view, surveys will be used to upgrade the
the contracr'has committed the new food service operation to optimal
food servicevcompany to higher levels of satisfaction. The commitrat!S. of return to tN.. Bemar'l~M.
tee will also act as a liaison between
Baruch Associazion.. The more the food service vendor and the addollars tRe=A'£socliticin=:Jiasio riiiriistrators of the contract to. en:" .
allocate, the more resources will be sureall agreeaupO'n---cortu4*>!!S ar.e
allocated to ~nefit . the student met. This committee is a part offfie

I.
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-- Food service u·~n-de-t~·T-as-tyv-end
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positive change which has come
about due to competition.
Over the .next few months, there
will be times of uncertainty, During
this time the customers Will. be able
.to determine whether or-rioi
changes implemented are for" the
better ()F....tQ[~~2!:..s~:
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tAUDITIONS
for the -fall pro-duction
,.

ATCHMAKER
_.

by Thorton Wilder

Tuesday, September 27, 1983
10 AM in the Aud-itorium
Morton Globus Distinguishecf Lecture

Ttlesday, September 27, 5-7
Wednesday, September 28, 5.-7
Thursday,Sepfember 29, 12-:45-2:30
-Come sign up for crews as wellasactmq
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Pigskin Futures: Gian-tsA Bore, Jets Gonna Soar
September is here. That means
two things: school is upon us and
_-----'t~h.._.e football season-has conveniently arrived to' take us away from our
books on Sunday afternoons.
The New York Jets and the New
York Giants both come into the
season with new coaches: Joe
Walton (Jetsr- and Bill Parcells
(Giants). Each brings a similar
philosophy to his respective team:
to open the offense up and diversify
with new formations, Depending
on the situation, the Giants plan to
use a one-back fonnationwith two
tight ends. On passing downs, the
Jets plan -to use three wide re-v
ceivers.
Giant fans are in for a big surprise if they think that a new offensive philosophy can compensate
for a lack of talent. Not even
Socrates could devise such a
·-philosophy. Strong- defense and no
offense was an apt description of
the Giants in '82 and it remains so
in '83.

. . The defense, anchored by the
Parcells. utilizes, the offense" will timidating defensive line around. Dolphins and the San Diego
league's best corps of linebackers,
mirror the - "three downs and a Coupled with strong linebacking Chargers.' The Dolphins defeated
Lawrence Taylor, Brad Van Pelt,
kick " offense of last year.
and a solid secondary, the Jet the Jets in last year's AFC chamHarry Carson/and BrianKelly, will
The old adage is that football defense may be nothing less than pionship game. It's unlikely that a
remain as.stingy
as ever.
.
, Besides~ the games are won and lost in the awesome.
"superior Jet team will lose two years
linebackers" the Giants have a
trenches, the offensive and defenThe offensive line has been one -in a row to a team unsettled at :
strong secondary Jed by Mark
sive lines. Since the Giants are of the league's best for the last four quarterback. Don Strock has just
Haynes. The linebackers and seconweakest in the trenches, th.e Mead- or five years and that trend 'will been re-signed, making starter
dary, however, will have to carry a
ow la n ds won't harbor a playoff __ continue in '83. "The strong line
David Woodley look over his
weak defensive line.
team this year.
play is the key to the balanced Jet shoulder in fear of the ~reap- .
In offense the Giants are a
The Jets are a different story. air and ground attack. Good pass- pearance of "Wood-Strock."
disaster area. Among the NFL's
Coaching the talent-laden club will. blocking allows Richard Todd, who
worst the Giant "Swiss cheese" of- be a picnic for Walton. Considered _ has made fans forget Joe Namath,
That leaves the Chargers. San
fensive line offers almost nil in the
Diego
has' the best offense the NFL
by many to be the best team in foot- 'to pick defenses apart with passes
way of Pats protection. Before
ball, the Jets have been tabbed as t6 speedsters like Wesley Walker may have - ever seen. However,
long, a sack-weary Scott Brun-ner pre-season favontes "to reach the and -Lam Jones. Strong run- defenseTs sornerhing alien to the
may be wishing he hadn't won the
Super Bowl.
blocking and Freeman McNeil' s Chargers. They had th:e league's
quarterback job from Phil Simms.
The Jets have no weaknesses. league-leading rushing made the lowest-ranked defense in '82.
Although Brunner is' a capable The defensive and offensive units ground game almost unstoppable in
Unless the San Diego defense
quarterback and running backs
rank among the league's best and '82. The attack will be even more undergoes a metamorphosis, the
Rob' Car pe nt er and Butch the special teams are solid. The "formidable this year with Dwayne' Jet offense will eat the Charger
Woolfolk are potential 1000 yard Jets' only fears this season are Crutchfield's emergence as a big
defense alive like it did on
rushers, these three players aren't physical injuries 'and complacency, league fullback.
September 4 (41-29 Jets).
enough to make -up-for- ineffective an injury of spirit.
So', if the Jets stay healthy and
The Jets will undoubtedly make
blockers and receivers that cannot
play up to par, they -are Super
If DE Joe Klecko is healthy and the playoffsz'l'hen. there will be onconsistently go deep. No matter DE Mark Gastineau remains so, the. Iy two obstacles between them and Bowl-bound.
..
what game plan or formations . Jets.-.wIu -- possess--2.the most iH- the Super Bowl: -nfe--- MIami
'~M~ny Taveras
.
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Basketball F or All

D.
Both feature fractional calculations (a
function not found on many comparable
units). So nONyou can work with fractions
to convert
without having
.
. to
. decimals.

CASIQ
Where miracles ....... cease

-r-

-$5 ---CASIO$5.00 Rebate Certificate--- $5
~
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$5
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VALID AUGUSl-15-OCTOBER 15,-1983

,

Purchase one or more of either an FX-910 or FX-98 SOlarScientific Calculator and send us for each
calculator purchased:
1. Both box flap ends which indicate the model number of product purchased
-""2:ftJeORtGtNAt: dated sate5mceipl mdicatil iQ pUicllase was madebetween August 15 and OCtober
15,1983
3. The warranty card
4. This property completed coupon
BE SURE YOU INCLUDE ITEMS 1 TH~O~H 4 FOR EACH CALCULATOR PURCHASED.
Mail all of the above items to: Casto ScientifIC Rebate P.rogram Box 1353 UnIOnVIlle. CT 06085

Name
City

\

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-

Address.
State

Zip

"[:his coupon and an necessary material must be postmarked no later than midnight October 30. 1983.,Models.. other
than those listed are noteligible for rebate. All Pf'OC?ts of purchase ~ the property of CASIO and none wiR be
returned. ReQuests mailed to any other address wiIlecpenence proceSSlllQ delays. Void where prohibited. taxed Of
restrICted by law Promotion not open to dealers or retailers, This Of'de( form may not be reproduced in any shape Of
form Offer good in USA through participating retailers only Please aBow 6-8 weeks for rebate.
52 3

---~----------~--~----
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Here's hON to get your $5.00 rebate: .'
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Libr-ary 'And Study 'Space

Where To Go To Buy Books

, - - - 4 - _ - - - - - ' - - - - - 4 - - ' - -------, - - - - - '

----~--

Sjx hundred and thirty-eight dollars.covers the cost of tuition, but a
student's expenses don '! stop
there. Buying textbooks can damage one's budget as well. Also. the
chances of Inowing enough people
at Baruch who have already taken
the courses for which you have just
registered, and have not already
sold their books. are quite slim. At
one point or another. students have,
to layout the additional funds to
purchase books. What ate the options'!
I
Before ont visits the local bookstores, therel.arc a few ideas t«.1 consider:
'J
-Book shar ng is a possibility, but
one either bas to know someone
rlready or ra~ to make friends very
quickly, Erel then there are some
problems. S ich as who gcts the
book just before exams.
-Depending on the course. many
books can be found in the school
i'brary;und. possibly. in a local
library. The problem often faced
here is tha t the book one needs
might be on loan.
-Upperclassmen advertise the
sale of their old books on the bulletin boards throughout the school.
Both students benefit from this procedure; the seller gets more for the
used book than a store would offer
him, and the buyer pays less than
that same store would charge him.
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ed on the corner of 23rd Street and
stores. first check with your profes- Lexington Avenue. discounts new
sor to see where he placed his text- books for 5% off the original price.
book order, and choose your book- and used books for as much as 28%
off. It sells school supplies as well.
store wisely,
'/
I
At the end of the semester. one can
Barnes and Noble at Fifth Ave- sell the books back, but only if they
nue and 18th Street is your best bet are needed for the following semes(Of course! Of course l). There, one' ter. Lex Book Exchange is 'open 9
will find the greatest selection and a, m. to 6 p. m. Monday through
,
prices that are hard tobeat. It is Thursday,
and 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. on
open from 9:45 a.m, to 6:45 p.rn. Fridays.
Monday through Friday. and from
The Baruch College Bookstore.
9:45 a.m. to 6 p.rn. on Saturday.
which can be found in the basement
The Lex Book Exchange. situat- of 360 Park Avenue South, sells

'books at their'
fo most cxpcnsi • price. Used
bo iks at the bookst re are sold for
7S Vo of their origin price. In add itio 1 to the school .upplies which
ca be purchased, the bookstore
al - ) offers Baruch -shirts, shorts,
ca s. bags and mor . The bookstore
is pen from 9 a.rn, to 7 p.m. Monda through Thur ay, and from 9
"
a. 1. to 3 p. m, on riday.
irectlyopposite he Baruch Cole Bookstore is a used bookstore
ru by Sigma Alp a Alpha. a natio al honor sooiet

If you prefer to go straight to the

Student Government
Student government is one of the student clubs; and the Appeals
greatest areas for student involve- Committee which considers rement. Day students are governed quests for~ditional funding. Stuby the Day Session Student Govern- dents may sit on many of these
ment (DSSG) which is composed of committees and actively participate
a twenty member council (evenly in student government. In addition,
divided between upper and lower ad-hoc committees are formed
students), a president, executive throughout the year to study a parvice president, secretary. and ticular issue such as library operattreasurer elected by the student ing hours. Any interested student
body during elections held in May. may sit on an ad-hoc committee.
'Any student may run for governThere is a Board of Directors
ment positions. In addition, the
,which oversees the operation of
president appoints vice presidents
student government. Members infor academic. external and internal clude representatives from the
affairs.
Dean of Students office and the
Council meetings are held every
Director of Student Activity, as
Thursday during club hours (12:35- well as' students elected during the
2:40) arid all students are welcome
May election.
to attend. General government
Denise White, a junior majoring
business is taken care of during
in
special education. is the DSSG
meetings, while specific tasks are
president. She will be assisted by
handled in committees. 'Council
members sit
the committees Sidney Phillips, her executive vice
president. Other DSSG officers in,which include the Committee on
clude treasurer Jennifer Payne and
Committees which rCPJ'scnts stusecretary Helen Lewis.
dents on administrative nd faculty
meetings. Other com ittees inAll students wishing to get include the Campus Affai s Commit- volved in student government can
tee which organizes events .such as stop by the DSSG office located in
trips and parties; the Finance Com- room 409 of the Student Center or
mittee which allocates funds for call 725-3377.

,---.' .. - -

Yes. we k now.iStudyi ng is the
last thing on your mind right now.
but in a few weeks it will become a
necessity. Soon you'll be searching
for some quiet space. and Baruch is
ready for you.
The main library is located on the
sixth and seventh floors of the 24th
Street building. A student I. D. card
is needed to ga in access to the
library and to borrow material. Research material, reference books,
and periodicals are on the sixth
floor. and the Circulation Division
can be found on the seventh.
You'l1 be happy to know that a
number one priority for Baruch's
college president. Mr. Segall. was
the expansion of study space for
students. As a result, additional
space is available for students on
the sixth floor. along with expanded
seventh floor facilities. Desks separated by partitions arc provided
for privacy, and long, open tables
arc also available for study partners.
,.,) During the school year, the library is open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.rn,
Monday through Thursday, and 9
-a.m, to 5 p.m. Friday, and 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m, on Saturday.
It may be wise to stop in on the
sixth floor for a copy of the "Self
Guided Tour - Baruch College LiIbrary.'· a pamphlet which identifies and explains the library's servIces.
On the second floor of the 23rd'
Street building, one 'will find the
Reserve Book Room (room 209).
Here instructors may put certain
books on reserve for his/her stu-

dents to usc in their spare time. A "
photocopy machine is also ava ilable. The Reserve Room serves as
a good study place. since it holds
several long tables. which usually
are empty during the year-except
during the week of finals.
...,..
The Reserve Book Room' is open
from 9 a.m, to 9 p.m, Monday

,I,

).

l.D, card. You should also remem-

ber to utilize the services of the
Ncw York Public Library System.
The closest branch is located at 228
East 23rd Street. between Second'
and Third Avenues. It is a small
branch. with limited services. but
is a nice place to study.
The new Mid-Manhattan Library
"
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through Thursday, and' 9 a.m. to 5 at Fifth A venue 'and 40th Street is'
p. m. on Friday. It is not open Satur- expansive and very helpful-to coldays.
lege students who frequent there.
Also at 26th Street, the Graduate It is open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
Research Room (room 1718) will ~ through Thursday, and 10 a.m, to
also be available for studying.
6 p.m, Friday and Saturday.
As a CUNY student, you have
In addition to the library. don't
.access to all CUNY school libraries forget there are a few study lounges
upon presentation of your Baruch availab~p around campus.
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Rough Times? Dial H'elpline
During your years at Baruch. you
may turn to Helpline for different
reasons. But now, as a student new
to the school, and to college life
itself, you may find that Helpline
~ can make your experiences more'
manageable and more enjoyable.
The Helpline staff consists of students helping other students. All
calls or visits to the Helpline office
are kept in strictest confidence. The
office is open from 9 a.rn. to 6 p.m,
Monday through Thursday, and
.from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday.
Whether it is in person or over
the phone, the staff is prepared to

0"

counsel you personally'; or, to refer
you to someone who might be more
helpful in regard to your specific
problem. Helpline bridges the gap
between students and counselors.
It is there, whether you need help,
information, or just someone to talk
to.
All Helpline members must go
through an eight-week training program designed to prepared them
for possible situations, and to teach
them the listening skills necessary,
for effective counseling.
, Members of Helpline give assistance during registration as well as

for special events held .throughout
the year, such as Phonathon, the
annual fund-raising drive'. They
also run a Transfer Student Service,
to help evaluate these students'
former transcripts. Ariother one of
their successful programs is their
apartment scouting program, in ef, feet for approximately two years.

•
•

Helpline is in Room 516 of the
26th Street building. down the hall
from the cafeteria. The phone num-ber, for those who need help or for
those who are interested in becoming members, is 725-4177.
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Is There Life After Class?
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Bored already? Get involved! one can pick up a free cup of coffee
T~ a stroll over to 137 East 22nd and doughnut at the Coffee House.
Stre~here you'll find the Stu- where live musical entertainment is
(
dent Center Pro,ram Board, one of offered.
the largest of B~ruch's clubs.
The Recreation and Arts and
Every Baruch:~tudent is a mem- Crafts Program takes place on
ber of the SPcM, (membership is Wednesday, in room 212, the Compaid by the reqOired Student Ac- munity Center. There students
tivity Fee), and ~hould take part in have access to games, video maat least one of its activities.
chines, and musical instruments.
The SPCB spOnsors most of the Upon presentation of a valid LD.
school's social activities and events, card, games and musical instruand houses most of the day student ments can be borrowed.
~I.ubs and organi~ationsl~~!.ekly _-I' Lectures and films are also pre~tlOerary of SPCD s events IS post~< sented on Wednesdays for students
10 the lobby of the Student Center,
who are interested in educational
and a full page of upcoming events or informative activities.
a~pears in every issue of Thel
Thursday is set aside for Club
TIcker.. . .
H ours, wh'ICh a II ows stu dents time
.
ActiVities are planned for almost t0 'Inves t'Iga t e d'ff
t
t
d
I eren s u en t
k 0 n M onevery d ay 0 f th e wee.
I b
d
..
1\ t 1 30
I " c u s an orgamzatlons, or to atd ays, f rom 12:3u 0 : ,a popu ar t d
. I sche did
. th C
d
en specla
u e even t s.
S t ud en t a tt rae tlon IS
e orne y
~,"our, held in the Oak Lounge'of
The SPCB holds me~tings every
the Student Center. During Come- Wednesday at 4 p.m. 10 room 302
dy Hour, comedians scouted from ~f the Student Cent~r.: AI1 students
various ,New York clubs perform are welcome to partiCipate, and ~e
routines for the audience. Also on come mdmbets of the board after
Mondays, the SPCB sponsors fea- atte~ding four meetings,
ture hit movies shown at specified I
S'?' you see, there's no reason to
times.
be bored at Baruch. Getting inOn Tuesdays, from 12:30 to 1:30, 'volved is serious business I
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All it tak~s is a 1in~. All you have
to do is to stand on a line anywhere
in the school, and you would be
amazqd ,over how many people just
start talking to you!
While one cannot run around
searching for lines .. there are many
other places to go where you can'
hang out and meet people. If you
lare willing, there are numerous activities to get involved in, and a lot
of different locations in which to
make new friends. Your biggest
problem may be where to start!'
The Student Center, situated be,hind the 23rd Street building, offers
the greatest number of possibilities. One can volunteer to work in
one of the offices, join anJ of the
clubs and organizations. or simply
relax in the lounges on the first and
second floors. You can even grab a
bite to eat at the Energy Bank on
the second floor, and play ping
pong on the third floor. The Student
Center Program Board sponsors
many events each week, which prO.
'vide one with other activities in
w)1ich to engage, and another
cbance to meet more people"
A perfect· place to observe as well
as meet students is the tenth floor
cafeteria in the 23rd ·Street buildiong. One can eat. relax. play
cards, study, flirt; or listen to music
-take youf pick.
A pool is available in the basement
, If the tenth floor is too noisy fOf if you enjoy swimming.
~
you. try the lounge on the nin'th
The 24th Street building's main
floor. Conversation is not forbid- attractions for students are the
den. it's just kept low-keyed in library on the sixth and seventh
courtesy of the students taking a floors, the small cafeteria on' the
between-class snooze.
first floor, opposite a small lo~nge'
If you ate interested in ,athletics, ,room, and the second floor waiting
you will find other&" with the same area. (There are a lot of lines there!)
inclination on the sixth floor of the
In the basement of 360. Park Ave23rd 'Street building. There are
weights to work out with, and a nue South one' can listen to Bagym for basketbali and volleyball. ruch's WBMB radio station while
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socializing. or ,take the elevator up
to the fifth floor cafeteria.
Campus buildings are not the
only places to find Baruch students:
many of the, local eating spots and
snack places have a constant stream
of Baruehians flowing in and out.
Anywhere you go. Y0l! meetJeIlow students-even in the bathrooms! It's to be expected in a
school with over 8,000 studen'ts. Be
adventurous, take advantage of it,
and' enjoy it.
' '
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Some of the President's M~n
·1 rying to interview some Baruch college officials is a Catch-22. Either the official fears be-

f

ing misquoted and unreasonably demands to see the story before it is published, or the official refuses to allow his voice to be taped, fearing accurate quotes.
Not all college bureaucrats are leery of the student press. There are many who placeltheir .
trust in the reporters, which is rewarded .when they read an accurate article. This is not
always the case.
:
There is a disturbing trend among administrators here to place.conditions on the int~r
view. Some want to see the article before it is printed and censor it to their advantage.
'Others, when informed that the interview will be recorded, refuse to grant the interview or
deny the reporter the right to tape it.
, This must end.
We at The Ticker do not want these conditions set on the interviewing and writing policies
of our reporters. They would nor be acceptable to journalists in the "outside" world, and
they are not acceptable to us. Our staff does not consist of hack writers or reckless
adolescents, but adults who are committed to the ethics of journalism.
The Ticker is not antagonistic towards the school administration or its officials. However, "'""
we will not submit to the petty demands .of a few potentates in violation of our rights as
students and journalists.
To paraphrase Benjamin Bradlee, executive editor of The Washington Post: we stand by
our stories.

.

Septem~r 15 9
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To Market We Go

1983

LETTE'RS
Exasperated Incarcerated
Dear Editor, .
I was reading, the section in this
weeks (sic)' edition of The Ticker
. (April 26) about the swimming intramural and was quite disappointed that you were not able to
. get the facts correct about the 100
yrd (sic) women (sic) freestyle. I am
not so upset that you did not give
me credit for a race that I won but
the fact that you spelt my name so
incorrectly.
. I 'don't see what is so difficult,
but ever since I have 'arrived at this
.college my name has been rmsspelled the whole time. I keep reciving (sic) mail from. the registrar
under the name of Kirsten von
Kaple which is not my name but .
closer than what you called me.
·Your spelling was so wronge (sic), I
wasn't sure that was me. My name
is Kirsten Van Kapel not Kirsten
von Kaple or Kistrin van Royale. It
is most upsesting and I hope that
you will take note and that before
you write any more names double
check the right spelling.
Kirsten Van Kapel
To quote Shakespeare or
. Shakspeare or Shakspere: What's
in a name? That which we call a
rose/ By any other name would
smell as sweet.

Dear"Editor,
I am presently incarcerated at
Taconic Correctional -Facility, in
Bedford Hills, waiting for my case
to be heard in the Appellate Court.
Meanwhile, I'm a full time student
at Mercy College, taking fifteen
.(15) credit hours, pursuing a degree
in Psychology. I would consider it
an honor to correspond with someoD'e\'rom the college, who might
not mind sharing some thoughts
and life experiences. 'I'm sincere,
congenial, quite studious,· verycompassionate and thoughtful. I
like to play bridge, tennis, and all
water sports especially scuba diving. I've travelled extensively and
consider myself to be very broadminded and understanding. All letters are appreciated and shall" 'be
answered promptly, and your kindness will never be forgotten..
,
Yours truly, .
Thomas Howard #82A5398
, 250 Harris Road
. Bedford Hills,
New York, New York 10507

Sep~mber 15,
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Revise The Curriculum,
Improve The Student
By Edmund Unneland
The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
and the School of Business and Public Administration are reviewing their respective
base curricula, which makes this an opportune time for the creation of a core curriculum for all candidates for baccalaureate
degrees in Baruch College. Such a curriculum can act as an extremely powerful
sratement in opposition to the spectacle of
college students who cannot write, are ignorant of history, and are incapable of
making the judgments that are incumbent
upon citizens.
The base curricula are too broad since no
subject outside one's major and minor is
examined in anything approaching depth.

Frontiers of Rhetorics, SPE 3070 (persua_ sion), SPE 3071 (Advanced Discussion and
Debate), or SPE 3075 (Group Discussion).
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Dear Editor,
.
of experience in murdering its own
On September 1. 1983 the 269
passengers aboard Korean Airlin~ citizens, the Soviet~ ha~e had more
Flight 7, were callously murde~ed by. ~n. enough practice 10 the comthe Soviet Union, a brutal
rmttmg of atrocmes.
totalitarian regime controlled by a
The Soviet Union has admitted
handful of homicidal thugs: This ordering. the destruction of the
barbaric act of terrorism should not
Korean 747, but maintains that it
surprise the civilized world since a --d!a:?0t ~now -tliaf Hie 747 w~ a
regime that is bent upon wanton CIVIlIan aircraft.: Such. a spunous
murder and destruction cannot be and preposterous assertion does not
expected to uphold st~mc:Wn!s of, des~rve to be taken- seriously, as !he
morality followed by civilized na- Soviets were ~a?able of knowing
tions. Is it possible that an atheistic the Korean airliner was carrying
regime that flaunts its own civilians. The Soviets had already
godlessness can respect the sanctity tra~ked th~ plane .b~ radar for
of human life? Can the Soviet quite seme time, their interceptors
Union a nation that has committed followed it for 20 minutes, their
countless atrocities in the name of pilots noticed navigational lights in
communism conform to a standard operation. This shows there was
of morality that evinces a respect ample evidence that it was a civilian
for human life? The .obvious aircraft carrying passengers. Inanswer to these questions is no. By stead the Soviets chose to destroy a
murdering 269 passengers, the civilian airliner to show the world
Soviet Union has violated the stan- that they are above international
dards of human decency.
law. •
According to the evidence
We must not be tricked by the
available at press time, the Korean Soviet Union's partial admission of
aircraft a Boeing 747, inadvertent- guilt. The suspension of Aeroflot 's
ly stra~ed into Soviet airspace. lan~jng an.d r~fueling privil~g~s (t~e
(Since this type of aircraft has Soviet Union s state-run airline) 10
numerous fail-safe systems that are Canada and the possibility of more
designed to detect mechanical stringent economic sancti~ms bythe
failure it IS believed the course West forced them to think twice.
change was the result of human erThe West should indefinitely susror.) The Soviets immediately pend Aeroflot's landing and refueldispatched SU-15 jet fighters when ing privileges, curtail trade and
the presence of the 747 was can~el all t.rade a~reem.s with the
detected. The pilot of one of the SOVIet Union. Since 51~~ the 269
fighters was ordered to intercept who died were American, suspenand destroy the 747. The fact that sion of this country's grai~ sales .to
there were no survivors illustrates the U .S.S. R. for an indefinite
the Soviet Union's brutal efficien- period of time is in order.
cy. However, with over fi fty years .
Sincerely:
Fred Guatelb

Something
On Your Mind?

WRITE US
.,....
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The medieval syllabus provided first the
tools of learning: grammar, dialectic, and
rhetoric; then the arts thought one should
be learned: arithmetic, music, geometry,
and astronomy. This may not be entirely
appropriate for the twentieth century, but a
core curriculum can still be built around the
general outlines of traditional higher education, especially in 'the contemporary
equivalents of grammar, dialectic and
rhetoric, Described below ·is -such a- . .c urriculum, and a proposal to reform the
minor in amanner that will better fulfillits
original intent.
The .12-credit minor was designed to
combat a pernicious trend toward overconcentration in one's major. While it
diversifies one's course selections, it could
be changed. The minor SHould be completed in a school other than the one in
which a student is a major. The majors in
the School of Business and Public Administration would then get some real depth
in liberal arts or education, instead of trying
to get by with l000-level classes in those
schools. The majors in the School of
Liberal Arts and Sciences would be able to
pick up some job skills in the other schools,
and possibly get an' understanding of the
world of business or that of education. The
majors in the School of Education would
have their choice of the above described options for their peers in the other schools.
Each part of this semi-utopian curriculum. would be a requirement, except for.
majors whose statutory requirements make
the strict observance of these curricular requirements impossible. In such cases. exemptions would be given, but in a manner
that does not defeat the general purposes of
this curriculum.
/. FORA1A TION AND EXPRESSION OF
IDEAS (/8 credits)
ENG 2100 (Writing I)
ENG 2150 (Writing II)
PHI 1010 (Intro. to Logic and Scientific
Method)

our own arguments and in those of others.
A virtue of the courses in logic is the opportunity they afford for knowing more about
one's thought processes. Skimming over
Descartes and Hume in PHI l000'will simply not substitute for a thorough grounding
in modes of thought and argument.
The proposal for six credits in speech was
motivated, in part, by the incredible proportion. of college students who use that
loathsome pseudo-word "ain't." The extra
three credits will serve to emphasize a particu1ar portion of what was touched upon in
SPE 1010. Businessmen complain about the
poor skills in group dynamics, general conversation, and oral presentations that have
come to be associated with recent college
graduates, especially business majors.
II. THE SCIENCES (13-14 credits)
One's choice of science courses (under
this· rubric r place Math, Statistics and
Computers, Natural Sciences, Psychology,
Sociology. and Anthropology) is intimately
related to the choice of major. While·MTH
2100 (Finite Mathematics) and STA 1515
(Statistical Methods for Social Sciences)
would be useful for political science majors,
they would be wholly inappropriate for accounting majors.· The reverse would be true
for STA 2357 (Computer Concepts for Accountancy) and MTH 3400 (Math. for
Business Analysis). Therefore, the depart- cments should design individually the corecurricular requirements for their majors in
this area, with the consent of the school's
Curriculum Committee. .
.
Ill. WORDS AND WORKS OF CIVILIZA TION (14 credits)
Civilizations endure in human memory
due to the efforts of artists and poets. The
Economist deplored the exclusion of
William Shakespeare from the Falkland
Islands Task Force, saying that England's
traditional narrator of heroic events had to
go to his older works and do a "cut and
paste" job. While the final result of this
work. "edited with feeling" by the editorial

"Civilizations endure in human memory due to the efforts
of artists and poets. "
SPE 1010 (Speech Communication)
One from Group A: ENG 2550 (Journalistic Writing), ENG 2630 (Workshop:
Dramatic Writing), ENG 2640 (Workshop:
The Writing of Poetry), ENG 2650
(Workshop: Film and Television Writing),
ENG 2660 (Workshop: The Writing of
Criticism), or ENG 2700 (The Study of
Language).
'

One from Group B: SPE 306 J (Speech
Composition and Delivery), SPE 3064
(Classical Rhetoric), SPE 3066 (Modern

By Uncia Rod gen

This part of the curriculum would give
the students a very firm grounding in the
contemporary equivalents of the medieval
tools of learning. The intent here is to allow
studentsto become more than merely com- ,
petent in the.use of the English language,
but to actually master the tongue. As
citizens, of whatever country to which we
give allegiance, mastery _of the use of
language is important to better understand
the issues of the day, and to voice one's
reactions thereto.
Logic is important to enable us to define
"terms, to make accurate statements, to construct arguments, and to detect fallacies in

"Students should become more than merely competent
in the use of English and master the tongue."

'Homicidal Thugs'

King's Dream:
An. Update .(/

THE' J-URISPRUDENT

--'"

The beginning of the school year is a good time to contemplate the fundamentals of higher
education. Are we in a post-secondary institution simply to gain skills for business? Many
view this college as a training ground for future professionals. A view we consider mistaken.
A place that trains people is called a vocational school or a polytechnic. A college is a place
for personal growth, the exploration of new ideas and the development of intellectual skills.
The secondary effect of these changes in students is to make them more marketable in the
white-collar job market. ,,-}
~ Academe
exists for" the disputation .and
debate on the various issues of the day by en,
,
couraging one to have an open, questioning mind-something not always welcome in a world
where vJirious parties have reasons for the limitation of knowledge and subversion of the
truth. In a college, exposure to ideas different from our own lets us reaffirm our beliefs or
change OUT viewpoint. The mind is strengthened by occasional challenges to our most
cherished beliefs and pre-conceptions, proving that the person who cannot change his
mind-does not have one. In such an environment, intolerance (the violent and/or illogical
rejection of ideas) is inconsistent with the reason for the existence of the college.
The ability of Baruch College to carry out this historic mission is diminished by the insistence on the part of many in the School of Business and Public Administration to limit
studies to those subjects for which a short-term utility can be shown. (An example of this is
the proposal that some BBA and BS candidates be required to take recent American history
to the exclusion of the rest of Western history.) One could go to a technical institute to learn
accountancy, but the unique aspect of any bachelor's degree is the background in the liberal
arts.
__
Given the fads in consumer choices in higher education, it is easy for colleges to skimp ~n
esoteric disciplines to attract students. It is the duty of the college to resist these fads and to
require that students take those courses that explore the foundations of Western civilizatiorr.
We believe these to be an essential part of higher learning.
We are interested in learning specific skills, but not only those which are instantly
marketable. We want to understand our place in history. We need to be conversant with
traditional religious and philosophic approaches to life. We must know how to think clearly
and quickly, to ask the pertinent questions and to develop our own interpretations of the
events that influence our lives.
~
When we go to market, we want to be I1"\0re than a mere commodity. We want to be
movers and shakers. For that, we need the exercise in creative thinking a sound grounding in
li beral arts provides.

"'~' ~.;~~.j'
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staff of the Economist (fans of P.D.Q.
Bach will know what I mean), was quite interesting, the entire exercise was an allusion
to something very important.
The knowledge of the past is transmitted
to us. not only by dreary textbooks or selfserving essays by historical figures, but also
by works of art. Knowledge of the great
works of art, music. and literature is indispensable to an understanding of the
historical continuum in which we operate.
The Cluniac influences in visual expression
and the reforms of chant under Gregory the

Twenty years have passed since the civil
rights march on Washington when Martin
Luther, King, Jr. delivered his "Ihav.e a
dream" speech on the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial. Looking back, it seems that
everything we could have become as a nation but failed to become was contained in
that speech.
King asked not only for the tangible
rights denied his people for so long: equal
rights in housing, education and jobs and
JI!lI1d end to segregation. He asked for
something.equally as important and yet impalpable and elusive: a change in the attitudes of society itself. He dreamt of one
. day living in a nation where one would be
judged not by '·'the color of [one's] skin but
by the content of (one's) character." .
Today these words may be no more than
a hackneyed expression, but 20 years ago
the dream seemed on the verge of becoming
a reality. It was within our grasp. Through
the sheer force of his spoken beliefs, King
made us believe that things could be
'-changed, that we need not "wallow in the

valley of despair" but could instead "rise
from the dark and. desolate- valley of
Segregation to the sunlit path of racial
justice." All that was required of each of us
was to reach out and grab that golden ring
of freedom. With all of o~eing and
with the hope that one's biased conceptions
would be exposed' to the light of' day. and
evaporate.
. Over the years we seem only to have
reached out half-heartedly. Oh yes, the
Civil Rights Act and the Voting Rights Act
were both enacted and President Johnson' "
initiated a _War on Poverty Program, but
the gains seem small in-relation to what they
might have been.' There is inequality in'
terms of income and overall employment. ,
Society.must now contend with the poverty
of a new generation of what has ·been "termed the "underclass": blacks and Hispanics.

Re-reading King's words it is impossible
not to feel that his dream, tarnished and
obscured somewhat by the sorrows of time,
may yet be alive. It can be likened to that
proverbial has-been actor who stands in the
wings waiting to be called upon to give that
oneJast great performance of his life. That
dream waits to be called upon by us.
But if we let Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
dream waste away in the wings might not llKing then begin to think 'of us in those
words written on the'tomb of some
unknewn soldier:
..
To save your life you asked this man to die,
but could he see you now he would ask
"Why?"
_

" 'The' duty of education is to strengthen the social bonds
weakened by atomizedrpeopte preoccupied with
getting and gaining.' "
,

.

.

-- -------------------------~-----------. Great gave in4ications of the tenor of the
chosethe_Rame "'-United ~tatesof Europe!'.
times, just' as the current visual and musical
for his proposed 'feder-ation, seeing the
monstrosities are also indicative of the state
results of the close union that was estabof civilization.
lished on this continent in 1787. Likewise,
I think it is unfortunate that the visual
the Europeans have. made great contribuand musical arts are considered separately
tions to the political thought of this nation ..
from each other. An interdisciplinary
James Harrington, Viscount Bolingbroke,
course in this area would allow knowledge
apd Edmund Burke are just a few of those
. Of the one to supplement and color the
who-provided important insights to the
knowledge of the other.
Founders of this country.
IV. DEEDS OF WESTERN CIVILIZAUnderstanding government is also neeTION (24 credits)
essary in our daily lives. Government can
This would consist of two courses, a
steal our money, kill us, or enslave us. This
sixteen-credit course (divisible into four
force is restrained only by the chains of an
four-credit sections) called "History of
aroused citizenry and by a traditional adWestern Civilization," and an eight-credit
herence to the Federal and State Constitucourse (divisible into two four-credit sec- _ tions, and therefore this nation is spared
tions) called "Western Political Thought.... Ea~l:l-s normal form of government. It is
and Practice."
necessary. that those who would seek to be
The first would encompass HIS 100 1,
educated teach themselves about govern1002 (I know 1002 was deleted, but I conment. so that there will be people who care
sider that decision mistaken. I don't underenough about our remaining freedoms to
stand how thousands of years of history can
struggle against their further diminution.
be adequately taught in two semesters. Not
The general idea behind this core curriceven American history, which is comprised
ulum was best expressed by the National
of less time, is adequately mastered in two
Commission of Excellence in Education
semesters), 1003, 1004, and 1005. European
and by George Will, the syndicated coland American history would be studied in
umnist. The Commission said ... A high
the order in which the events in the respeclevel of shared education is essential to the
tive continents arise, much like Sir Winston
fostering of a common culture." Mr. Will
Churchill's History of the English-Speaking
wrote, "The fact that American education
Peoples. This is a better way of teaching
has always aimed to serve commercial vighistory, instead of' the boxes called· or has imposed on education a special duty.
American history and European history
It is the duty to strengthen the social bonds
into which Western studies have been
weakened by. the dynamism of a restless
thrown. Like it or not, the histories of both
society of atomized individuals preoccupied
with-getting and gaining...
continents are intertwined. This country exists as a result of decisions made in Burope.
It is abhorrent that a college student, in'
America has interests in Europe that are
all seriousness. asked if Julius Caesar regreat enough to cause us to send men to die
sented Shakespeare's portrayal of him. I
there. Our language (for the most part)
am tired of students thinking that the
comes from Europe. The foundations of
phrase ~'Road to Damascus" refers to a
American law are European. In, order to
film starring Bing Crosby. Bob
rfully understand it American history must
othy Lamour, and the Israeli Dense
be studied in the context of Western
Forces. The curriculum outlined
e.~
Civilization as a whole.
roo
vides the basis for an academically sound
Just as American and European history
higher education that meets 'the needs of .
are impossible to fully separate, so too are
. .students for rigorous courses to acquire the
the politics of both continents. The two-way
tools of learning. a basis in the ancient
ties with Europe cannot be forgotten. It
patrimony of Western Civilization, and the
was the American Revolution which pr0historical and political knowledge necesvided some of the motivation for that of the
sary for even a rudimentary analysis of
today's problems.
.
French. It was no accident that Jean Monnet; directly-after the Second arid War•
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many do you think I am/Pretend I am
somebody else" the song will have unique
meaning to each 'listener. When Byrne says
- "Go ahead and pull the curtains/Check to
see if I'm 'still here" he sounds paranoid,
b':lt edges into panic ,~\~~ has "Feelings
WIthout, explanatlons·_Steveiz Appenzeller.
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-Running Out

TEST
PREPARATION
BOOKS
,

We offer a full range of
services including prenatal

care.
Your relaxed consulta-

tion with Dr. Andre
Nehorayoff--oor Board
Certified Surgeon - is abosolurely free of charge
.,
along with a pregnancy test
~-..<
and counseling.
Our private facility is superbly equipped assuring you of quaJiryt
hospital care,
' -.
"
.
Convenient evening & weekend appointments are available.

,Latest Editions!
Practice tests identical to actual tests
in format scope, time frame and level
of difficulty to insure your exam-readiness. All questions are answered in
detail.
Complete review materiat in each
book. plus many new features never
before included in a test preparation
book.

FOR FREE CONSULTATION CALL (212)423-6500

The Manhattan Womens Medical Center
1\1
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Baruch College Bookstore

. .-..-----

,.. -

-
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360 Parte Ave. South

~----------:----

Part-time
Sales Positions

;

New York's Largest
Convertible Sofabeds Retailer
.Excellent working conditions
Flexible hours -. days... nights...
weekends...holidays
Good Appearance, outgoing personality
and conscientious wor,k habits
EXPERI~N'

55 per

hour

0

N

SSARY

JENNIFER CONVERTIBLES
All Boroughs
CALL:
Mr. Edwards 535-1285

DONORS
WANTED
~

For information
<,

IDANT
LABORATORY
935-1430

-Steve Greenberg

-

SEMEN· will be used
for artificial insemination
for couples
who cannot have children
due to male infertility.
All donor types are needed.
Donors will be
fully screened and tested.
Accepted Donors
are PAID.

-----

MedievalMurder

Get d~wn to business faster.

With the BA-35.

If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA,35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions _r. th~nes that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
-like present and future value

A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
Think business. With
and balloon payments.
the BA,35 Student . .;~
The BA,35 means you
Business Analyst.
Spend less time calculating,
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
of many.
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
creating useful produc ts
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business

'V

TEXAS

Analyst Guidebook: Bus:ine~s
professors helped us wnte It,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

-

THE NAME OF THE ROSE
by Umberto Eco
Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich
741 pages, SlS.9S
This book, coming on the heels of a trend
toward handbooks on thinning one's thighs
and books chronicling the, seduction of a
prince or princess by a sultry male or female'
bastard, confirms my faith in the
marketplace. At the top of the New York
Times list of best-selling works -of fiction,
The Name of the Rose is unusual because it
is highly lit;rate (not one sentence -therein
ends with a preposition) and has a plot not
in the current literary fashion.
Eco's book is a murder mystery set in a
fourteenth century abbey, but to stop there
would be like calling a tapestry a rug:
technically correct but incomplete. Centering on .the investigation by the monastic
equivalent of Holmes and Watson, the
book is richly augmented by allusions to the
issues and events of the day and many in, triguing sub-plots. Every part of the book
seems to contain a puzzle, even the introd uction.
The Name of the Rose is a joy to read and
deserves its current financial success. Who
knows, maybe more publishers will see the
light and publish more books of this
calibre.
. - Edmund Unneland

._~

\
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As air conditioners went in the windows;
Fool For' Love is grueling, crude. and
artistic standards were thrown out. and
numbing-like a prolonged wrestling match
while this summer broke records for heat it
between equals.
,
. also spawned some of the most blatant
Eddie and May, half-brother and -sister,
examples of crime against art. in recent
have for 15 years been running to and from
memory.
the consummation of their mutual lust.
Movie theaters have traditionally offered
They're as' one-track-minded as a James .
air cooled sanctuary to those suffering heat
Cain duo, as sultry and tawdry and dumb
stroke but this summer they offered little
and trapped. They practice Cainesque conelse.
versational ritual: each line refers to
In the bring 'em back dead or alive deanother unspoken and delivery is either.
partment, we witnessed the grand reopendead-pan
flip or bloody murder. There's
ing of The Bates Motel (Psycho D), watched
nothing attractive left in either of them-atSuperman m leap racism in a single bound
traction
is not their problem. They're so
by hooking lip with sidekick Richard Pryor.
much the same person split in half, so deand got yet another look at that larger than
finitively erotic, the problem is to mainlife fish, this time in 3D. We were surtain
discrete personalities. The goal is to get
prised. though. that things finally calmed
arid stay as close as possible without being
down out in Amityville.
obliterated, to torture without obliteratAs expected' during the hot and sticky
ing.
months, we found ourselves barraged by
Eddie forces this latest reunion on May in
male coming-of~age -movies, inclu d irrg
her cruddy, impersonal motel room at the
PorkysD, Risky Business, Class, and other
Mojave's brink. Three dead-green unorassorted tripe in the Getting It On, Taking
namented walls, two' screanung-yeuow
It Off, Putting ItBack On Before The Folks
doors (one iTit a detailed bathroom, the
Get Home mode.
other onto th blank outdoors) and a
And who could forget the dance movies?
cheaply-curt . ed window surround a
Long after the last grains of sand are out of
. metal-framed bed, a formica-topped
our shoes and the last traces of tan fade
breakfast table, / two ~ plastic-upholstered
into oblivion, how many of us will be humchairs and a 'rocker draped with a Native
ming What A Feeling, aerobicizing to
American blanket. In this rocker sits the tiManiac, and slouching about in ripped, offtle character, their father, who's something
the-shoulder sweat shirts? Flashdance,
, of a-'Oreek chorus- (bestowing facial comwhich closely resembled a full length
ments on-the action, giving monologues bedesigner jeans ad, became this season's
tween "rounds"), but whose grief is perleading trendsetter. Could a sequel be
sonal and individual. The one. extragyrating far behind? The other dance movie
familial character ~s Martin, May's ultrawas indeed a -sequel-Staying AUve (Saturtame beau. who triggers the narrative of the
day NIght Fever
'which mostly"
old mali's divided domestic loyalties and his
demonstrated John Travolta's brand new
offspring's fated attraction.
.
"body by Stallone." .,
_
The play's structure and dialogue are as
As the celluloid melted, the Great White
spare and essential as a cow skull picked
Way alsohad its share of heat prostration.
clean by desert sun and sand-and, for the
And Broadway had its very ownB, T., that
lust hour, as devoid of history. Pinteresque
ever expanding, every marrying Elizabeth
obliqueness of reference works for Pinter
TaY!.9r- - _HH1Qn_~WiIding.-Todd- -Fisher.becaU*'-ftts -plays 'ere-abortt not-knowing,
Bunpn-Burnm..;W.arncr-soon to be Luna in
and eventuaJJy the audience works that out
her and Burton's production of Noel
and can laugh at its expectation of an unCoward's Private Lives in which they asked
life-like clarity. Shepard only delays in
the question: Who's Afraid Of Another
Revival?
For most of us, a beach blanket and a
trashy book provided all the culture we
could handle. Those of us who took the
trouble to search for anything of enduring
artistic value simply wound up overheated.
P.S. It's great to be back.
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unafraid of their psychic innards as she, the
play could be a title bout. Will Patton's Eddie is unrelieved Marlboro man: strut,
swagger and crush-proof antagonism.
Stephen Mendillo's Martin is' cornicpathetic in appropriate -doses, but slight.
John Nesci does nicely as long as he's snugly in his rocker, but lacks the oomph-to pull
off his last, vertical- soliloquy, and 'so
, reduces the [mal artsy tableau to a composition without a subject.

It's not that easy getting a great man onto
the stage. They lead suchfull lives, A mere
act (or two) of theater seems insignificant
compared to their historical importance, so
the temptation -is to ~ a quasidocumental y medley of big moments. With
an intellectual hero, there is the further
temptation to reduce his-thought to formula, the jargon of which can whizz right
past an audience's ear. And the economy
, being what it is, there is the final temptation
to strip the figure-of all companionship ana
Shepard, in directing his own play, has
make him teU us about himself!!)' ~1(.
achieved· ,m- abstf$Ct setublance of psycho_Dr. White'suCcumbs to all three.' His Sigdrama. Tedious lulls explode abruptly into
mund dashes from train to desk to the
violent, noisy thrashings-around. An aufamous chair-behind-the-head-of-thedience can only respodd to such knee-jerk
couch to parlor to mountain to lectern,
dropping names and dates and and-then-lwrotes. The theories are' reduced to polysyllabic mumbo jumbo. Focus is lost each
time the offstage voice (David Landau, live
but miked) manifests one of its multiple
personalities and Sigmund sits still until it's
finished (or tries to talk to someone who
isn't there). Could Dr. White sublimate his
• awe of the factual Freud for the good of his
own subjective vision and bend theatrical
device to suit his concept, we might have a
play. As it is, we have a lecture demonstration with delusions of drama.
Mark Zeller is an ebullient Freud. Born
to play Tevya in Fiddler On The Roof (or
working up to it), Zeller exudes gusto. How
he loves being onstage. How his eyes caress
'z
w
an
audience. How he flings himself into
."
.; 0
consultation with invisible patients, con.§ frontation with imaginary Nazis, conversation with absent friends. And he is
gemutlich: comfortable and cozy. His eyes
twinkle. He smiles with his soul. He's as'
round as Winnie-the-Pooh, with a voice as
brotllerly ItlSt
rich as honey. He practically sings his lines.
Zeller's jovial bedside manner effects immaking the opaque translucent and while he
dynamics by reverting to disbelief, thereby
mediate transference in the audience: we
keeps us waiting isn't elegant enough for us
forgoing much of the pleasure of playlove
him. And we trust him ~hen he turns
to forgive him for it later. Withholding inwatching. Wall-kicking, door-slamming
chilly or volcanic, because he cares. For our
formation is the cheapest form of suspense,
and broad, threatening moves, intended to
psychosexual
well-being, he battles Vicand falsifies the actors' performances in the
distance us from the action, only keep our
torian moriality, scientific dogma and later,
manner of an Agatha Christies Not knowminds off the play.
the intense pain of facial cancer (the price
ing Eddie and May's sibling status, we find
Circle Rep, Sheridan Square (99 7th Ave.
of
all those cigars). If Freud were God and
their apache dance tediously self-indulgent.
South), 924-7/00.
anything like Zeller, civilization would
Maybe not-knowing saves us from being
know no discontent.
disgusted, but for those so prone, disgust
AI D'Andrea's direction runs to fetishes:
will surely set in retroactively anyway.
The name Freud is so big it has
two unnecessary scrims and a phallic colMaybe not-knowing allows the play' to
pe etrated every household, only to shrink
umn
of orange light that only sometimes
work as an allegory about erotic love, which
tough common usage. Fread: A One Man'
glows when the offstage speaker speaks. He
we're led first to accept as infantile fixation
lay is an attempt by Harvey White, M.D.
doesn't
solve the problem of' having to
giving rise to' obsessive behavior, and then
to refresh our understanding of the man
enact scenes with people who aren't there,
as the outgrowth of the incest impulse.
and his work. When an old, cancer-ridden
and he lets Zeller make, unintelligible
Whatever thereasoning, the result taxes the
reud asks, "What more do you want?" ..
vocalise of too many lines. But he keeps the
audience's patience and lessens our interest
d an offstage voice answers, "To thank
pace brisk, the moods varied, and the
in and attention to the action.
y
for your life," Dr. White reveals the
numerous playing areas well-defined. The
Kathy Whitton Baker i~ the sole survivor
ood nature behind his ambition: Via
nicely
detailed set is by Eva Brenner.
of the cast that opened the play here on
Freud
he invites us to share his enActor's Outtet Theatre Center, /20 West 28
May 26. Were the other actors as tuned-in
thusiasm for his scientific father, the
Street. Closed.
'
..
to Shepard, as genuinely coarse and as
psychosexual. father of us all.
.'

~
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, Putting out a newspaper is a challenging collaboration with driven, obsessive people you'll never
forget, an experience you'll draw on for the rest of
your life. We're not just a club, we don't just hang
out and give ourselves parties. We contribute to the
quality of life. on our beloved non-campus. If you
want to make friends and work, work, work
visit
Room 307 'of the Student Center or' call us at
725-7620/2 during school hours.
ADVERTISING MANAGER Contact, develop
and bill clients. Energetic self-starter with vision
please a p p l y . '
.
.
OFFICE MANAGER Organize and. systematize,
acquisition of supplies, filing ,system .and cor-,
respondence.
.
.
'
. SPORTS EDITOR Assign stories, coach writers,
layout. Give the section an identity.
CENTERFOLD EDITOR " Attack campus issues
thematically, as~ign and shape stories, layout.
TYPIST Type handwritten or- heavily corrected
drafts to 'be sent to .the printer. Occasional letters
and announcements.
.
PROOFREADERS Find mistakes in galleys and
final boards. Meticulous detail work.
ARTIST Layout copy and photographs. Draw illustrations, political cartoons and comic strips.
WRITERS Treat yourself to a byline. Investigate
the inner workings of the Baruch Community.
NEWS: Deal with faculty and administration in' a
businesslike situation. FEATURES: Explore the tex· tures and colors of college life. ARTS: Respond to
the cultural riches of the city. OP-ED: Argue your
heart out. SPORTS: Follow the action. Analyze the
results.
~
PHOTOGRAPH'ERS Learn to use a darkroom.
Get your work in print. Anyone with enthusiasm
and an eye is welcome.
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Baruch College, .cUNY'

STUDENT
CENTER
.CRISIS

GATTY SUSPENDED FOR'
NEGLECT OF DUTY
.

~

Sentence Reduced to One Semester
By Joan Chin

BJ Steven Appenzeller -

,The Student Center is facing a
fi~al erisis brought on by deficit
s pe n d i n g several years ion a row.
The center's cash 'on hand which
has covered past deficits is periously low and will not be able to cover
future deficits unless income is increased or expenditures.are further
cut.
Deficit spending began in 1981
as a result of the 1980 Student Fee
Referendum which cut the center's
shar~ of the ... t u d c nt a c t i v i t v fee
from SIS to the present level of S II
per full-time day student. This resulted in a 546.000 drop in income
from the 1980;81 fiscal y car to the
t982 -82 fisc-at year. .lQ8t/82·s dcficit was approximately SoO.Ooo:
1982/83 's deficit was approximateI\.' 542.000: the 1983/84 deficit i<;
projected to be a p p r o x i m a t e ly

Administrative .Computing
Modernization Begins
ON LINE REGISTRATION TO BE POSSIBLE
By Steven Appenzeller

A major modernization program
underway at the Administrative
Computing .Center (ACC) -should
greatly simplify administrative procedures at Baruch. The first stage
of the project which involves the
$M.Ooa. In the same period. c a-.h
7urchase of additional equipment
on hand has declined fromSl9C.OOO
will end on September 30. Money
t~5.360.
for the project' is-being provided by
..
To. help curtait expenditures .. federal grants.
three professional student center
According to Raymond Nava,
employees had their salary lines
director of the ACC. when the
switched from the center's budget
system is fully operational. it will
tl~ {he C 11l1egc' s tax levy budget.
maintain a student's records from
Although the center's director. Carl
"recruitment to gradlJation."
Adman. assistant director. Debbie
Baruch IS developing the system
Sick. and director of evening and
which is known as the CUNY Stugraduate services. Charles Lyles- dent Information System (CUSIS),
In conjunction with Bronx Comarc no longer paid on the student
munity College, Brooklyn College,
center personnel lines. those lines
h a vc dc cr e as e d by only $24.000.
CUNY Central Administrative
Computer Center, Hunter College
Savings have been offset by pay
and Queens College.
increases for clerical e mp love e s
Nava hopes to have the system at
and maintenance employees whose
least partly operational by the fall
union contract caIls for regular inJ984 semester. The second .stage of
creases.
the project involves the purchase of
The budget situation has resultteminals and communication coned in cuts in programs this semestrollers which facilitate placing the
ter. The program board which
sponsors campus activities (films.
lectures, concerts.' etc.) is a month
hr-hind in its schedule in offering
events. Last year at this time. progrearns were already well underway, Artman sa id that program
board events may not begin until
la re next month. Two part-time I
By Ivan Cintron
clerical positions were eliminated
this semester resulting in the shutThe average Ticker reader is a
down of the student center duplicatfun-time, day session student. a
ing service for student clubs and sophomore. and occasionally reads
organizations. Other cuts include the news. features, and editorials.
$6.000 in program board events:
This same reader does not read the.,
$4.300 in supplies and repairs:
arts or sports section of the paper'
$4.000 in contractual services:
as much as the other sections.
$2".500 in Helpline funding and
These conclusions ar~ based on a
$1.000 In summer session pro- survey in our April 26, 1983 issue.
grams.
While a relatively small number
Various user fees are being conresponded (61), these findings are
sidered to help fund special servthe most accurate guage of what the
ices. A one dollar surcharge has
reader wants in the paper aside
already been added to the reduced
from letters and word-of-mouth.
price of theater tickets sold through
Some answers were left blank in
the Cultural Affairs Program.
the individual surveys, explaining
Continued on Page 2
why the numbers in some categories

terminals 111 rerrot e
around the Lollgc

locations
Softwar e
development-will '-' ->.,J't bt?gHt- Gu-ring the second stage and continue
into the third and final stage of the
project. Each stage is expected to
take about one year to complete.
Additional funding in th'e form of
federal grants is rvquired for each

"--1

"My-total budget request...was.l4oU
stage.
a total of $1.3 miloon... said Nava,
adding quickly, "But we probably
won't get the fuil amoqrlt. The way
these grants are structured. .vou
have to ask for your ideal level of
funding and plan on actually
receiving less." Baruch received
about $350,000 for the first stage
which went towards the purchase of
the IBM 4341 II Central Processing
Unit (CPU). Second and third year
grants should match the first year's
figure.
The software for the system will
be developed in-house by ACC
staff members wi-\., help from a
consulting firm wh. ,'h will centrally
control and coordinate the efforts
Continued 011 Page 2

-

Mixed Response to
Ticker Survey

I

*

.~

--------

do not total to f,
47 said they
ways read The
Ticker, while 14 .d it sometimes.
In the car egov >s of news.
editorials, featurc , arts, sports,
and centerfold, tr,·e responding
sometimes outnum; ~d those who
always read or never read those sections. The following ic;; a summary
of reader responses..
In the news section, the
respondents wanted to see more
off-campus and curriculum news.
Readers wanted the same amount
of coverage on CUNY and student
governmess, while there were an
equal number wanting more and
less on faculty and administration.
Continued an Page 2

Professor Ronald Gatty of the
Marketing Department has, been
'found to have failed to teach certain classes during the fall semester
in 1981 and 1982, and the Spring
semester of 1982. His. actions,
therefore. constitute neglect of
duty.
The first charge against him was
suspension for a year without pay
from Baruch College and the City
University. But after the Board of
Trustees Committee on Faculty,
Staff and Administration examined
the charges, the record, findings
and recommendations of the impartial hearing committee, had
resolved that the one year -StlS~
sion was too harsh. They,
tb '-dore. reduced the penalty to
haif a year without pay from
Baruch College and City Universitv.
.l
The hearing,

\·~th

Gatty''S \aVV'Yer

present. was conducted over three
sepeFflfe -48y5: Febf'tt 8 "Y -4, MetreD·

Ill:
W

>

g
c

:>

C

S
everai d
stu ents w h 0 were
agitated by the remark complained
to Professor Conrad Berenson,
Chairman of the Marketing
D ep ar t 1":1 e r-t , arh
0\\! ·
-t "
.
,"",'" ..-\
,.
·'naturally, I had
report the mat-le.... -tO -menean;n-nesaKl. --------------.
Garry had received-tenure, so -the
chairman could not take matters into his own hands.In this case, the
matter had to be taken through a
judicial process that could take a
long time.
~
Dean Connelly had filled in for
Gatty the first two days of the fall
1982 semester, when he did not
show up for. class, because he felt
that during the first two days of
class, there should be someone
there to meet' the students. And
eventually he assigned a substitute
to the course. Gatty, meanwhile,
had spent the summer oat of the
country and thought that classes
would begin on September 11 while
classes started on September 9. so
he did not return to the country until September 10. It was then that he
learned of the change in schedule.
Gatty commented regarding his
absences from the first two
meetings of a Consumer Behavior
Course (M;CR 3605) that no such
Tuesday class was listed on the

to
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IS, and April IS. '1983. The hearing
took place at the CUNY central office located at 535 East 80th Street.
The disciplinary committee consisted of Professors Joseph Ercolana from the Mar h department
of Baruch and Kenneth Smith from
Economics and Marlies Danziger of
English of Hunter College.
.
This investigation into Garry's
records, who started at Baruch in
1963 on the graduate level. was
focused on his failure to teach some
of his scheduled classes and not on
an anti-semitic remark he made in
the classroom. He told his class, according to a student who did not
wish to be named: "Get the textbook written by the Jew." When
Gatty was approached for a c-ornmeritabout that remark, he said his
remark was taken entirely out of
context. His original remark, he
said. was: , "I can't see any reason
for selecting' this-textbook over the
others we were using. It is certainly
no better. I don't know. maybe it
was written by a Jewish author.
.~
The Marketing Department at schedule that was sent to him by the
Baruch is controiled by Jews."
Continued on Page 2
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